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Dedicated to Elon Musk



"One small step
for man, one
giant leap for

mankind." 

An astronaut Mike reached Mars in a
space mission.
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Mike started exploring the planet

Who is this
Intruder?
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Hey are you an
alien! Let me
turn on my
translator

An alien tried to talk to Mike
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Who are you?
What are you
doing on our

planet

Hey I am Mike.I am
from Earth and Elon

musk wants me to
explore Mars

Mike talks to the alien
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Oh!So you are
from Earth.Let
me take you to

our base
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Alien Calls his
UFO Takes Mike

to his base
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Travelling....10



Mike and the alien
arrived at the

base
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Who is this
Outsider with
you Alien 99

and 88?

His name is
Mike.He is

from Earth
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We must
take him to

the king
Yes

The aliens decided to take Mike to the king
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Hello Alien 99,88
and 77 and Who is
this outsider with

you

Hello Mr. king.
He is mike and

he is from Earth
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Welcome to
Mars Mike

Hello
Mr.king
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Aliens
come

with me

The alien king takes other aliens with him
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I wonder what the
king wants to do
with the other

aliens
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What was so
important that
you called us

Mr.King

The outsider Mike
might try to steal
information from
us.So,we should

attack him

The aliens decided to attack Mike but mike listens to the conversation 
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Oh! They are
planning to attack
me. I must inform

Mr.Elon Musk

Mike informs Elon Musk about the aliens and their plan
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The alien king attacks Mike but suddenly...

Stop! Don't
attack me
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Elon Musk arries on Mars and rescue Mike

Hello Mr.
Elon.What are
you doing on

Mars

I came here to
save you.Now

just run!
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Mr.Elon and Mike escaped from the Alien king
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Mr.Elon and Mike left Mars and came back to Earth
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Wake up Mike
it's already

morning 
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Mike wakesMike wakes
up andup and

realises thatrealises that
his adventurehis adventure
on Mars was aon Mars was a

dreamdream  
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I will become an
astronaut and

reach Mars
someday 
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About The Author

Hello I am Anant. I am from India. I am 13 years
old. I like to play football and piano in my

spare time. I also love to read books and share
my ideas and stories with others and with this

book I am hoping to change the world!!
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Am I Dreaming? tells the story of an
astronaut Mike who is on a journey to

mars. He meets some aliens have a talk
with them but will he be able to come

back to Earth?


